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Identifying Customer Behaviour and Dwell
Time using Soft Biometrics
Simon Denman, Alina Bialkowski, Clinton Fookes, Sridha Sridharan
Abstract In a commercial environment, it is advantageous to know how long it
takes customers to move between different regions, how long they spend in each
region, and where they are likely to go as they move from one location to another.
Presently, these measures can only be determined manually, or through the use of
hardware tags (i.e. RFID). Soft biometrics are characteristics that can be used to
describe, but not uniquely identify an individual. They include traits such as height,
weight, gender, hair, skin and clothing colour. Unlike traditional biometrics, soft
biometrics can be acquired by surveillance cameras at range without any user co-
operation. While these traits cannot provide robust authentication, they can be used
to provide identification at long range, and aid in object tracking and detection in
disjoint camera networks. In this chapter we propose using colour, height and lug-
gage soft biometrics to determine operational statistics relating to how people move
through a space. A novel average soft biometric is used to locate people who look
distinct, and these people are then detected at various locations within a disjoint
camera network to gradually obtain operational statistics.
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1 Introduction
For operators of large, public facilities such as airports, transport hubs and shopping
centres, it is important to understand how people move through the environment
and how long it takes to move between key points. At present, only manual methods
are available to collect such data, typically achieved by a staff member handing a
customer a piece of time stamped paper which they hand to a second staff member
at a later point in the process.
While object tracking systems [20, 6, 54, 17, 18] offer a possible solution for
small environments and situations where there is continuous camera coverage, they
are not practical for deployment in locations such as an airport, where there are
large and frequent gaps in the camera network and a large number of possible paths
through the environment (i.e. it is unclear which camera a person would next ap-
pear in). While techniques such as crowd counting [55] are designed to operate in
such an environment, they only extract information about the crowd as a whole, and
disregard the behaviour of individuals within it.
Within a large, disjoint, surveillance environment, soft biometrics [15, 12, 53]
offer a means to continuously recognise people as they move through an environ-
ment. However, in a crowded space where there are hundreds, or possibly thousands
of people present, there are likely to be a large number of people who have a simi-
lar appearance making accurate matching across views challenging and error prone.
For example, in a typical airport there are likely to be a large number of business
men wearing dark suits. However, while it would be difficult to match these similar
looking people, a person who stands out from the crowd would be comparatively
easy to follow through the environment, even when the path they take and speed
which they move through the environment could not be anticipated.
In this chapter, we propose using soft biometrics to model a persons appearance,
and from observations of multiple people calculate an average soft biometric. By
comparing people to the average biometric, we can then determine how unique their
appearance is, allowing us to automatically select only individuals who stand out
from the crowd. This sub-set of people can then be re-detected throughout a disjoint
camera network using their soft biometrics (see Figure 1), to obtain operational
measures such as the time taken to travel from point to point.
We demonstrate the proposed system on a small database of up to four cameras
collected in-house, and show that the average soft biometrics can be used to locate
individuals with a distinct appearance, and then match these people across disjoint
camera views. We show that this can be used to obtain an accurate estimate of the
time it takes for people to move through the environment.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview of soft biometrics in surveillance imagery and other related literature; Sec-
tion 3 outlines the soft biometric models used in this work; Section 4 describes how
the average biometrics are calculated and how these are used to detect distinct indi-
viduals and calculate operational statistics; Section 5 presents and evaluation of both
the soft biometric models (Section 5.1) and the estimation of operational measures
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Fig. 1 Detecting distinct people - At location 1, three distinct looking people can be detected
(yellow, green, and red). As the people move through the environment, two of these distinct people
can be re-detected at location 2 (yellow and red), and the third can be re-detected at location 3
(green).
through the detection of unique individuals (Section 5.2); and Section 6 concludes
the chapter and outlines possible directions for future research.
2 Background
Soft biometrics are traits that describe a person, but cannot uniquely identify them.
They include information such as gender, ethnicity, height and build, and clothing
colour. To date, soft biometrics have had two main uses: as a means to improve the
performance of traditional biometrics systems by incorporating soft biometrics [33,
1, 44, 46]; or as a way to recognise people in surveillance footage [15, 12, 53].
The initial uses of soft biometrics focused on improving the accuracy of existing
‘hard’ biometric systems. Jain et al. [33] proposed the incorporation of gender, eth-
nicity, and height information of a person in fingerprint and face recognition using
a Bayesian framework for fusion; Ailisto et al. [1] combined body weight and fat
measurements to improve the performance of fingerprint biometrics; Marcialis et
al. [44] used hair colour and ethnicity to complement face as the primary biometric;
while Park et al. [47] proposed incorporating gender and facial marks (i.e. scars,
freckles, moles, etc.) to improve face recognition. Niinuma et al. [46] proposed us-
ing soft biometrics for continuous authentication of a user at a computer, combining
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face and clothing colour with traditional face recognition and the users password. In
all situations, soft biometrics were able to improve the recognition performance of
the combined system.
In addition to identification improvements, soft biometrics can be used to more
quickly and efficiently filter a large biometric database. For example, Wayman [65]
proposed the use of gender and age for filtering a large biometric database. This
limits the number of entries in a database to be searched, and hence significantly
reduces the time required for identification. However, if a person is incorrectly clas-
sified, recognition performance may be degraded.
Although these systems have successfully used soft biometrics, the focus is on
complementing primary biometric systems such as fingerprint and face. In such sit-
uations, the soft biometric features are trained and classified on high resolution still
images, which are well aligned and often captured under controlled lighting con-
ditions. For soft biometrics in video surveillance, the extraction of soft biometric
features is a more challenging task due to lower quality data and uncontrolled envi-
ronment, such as changes in illumination, resolution, the pose of a person, camera
view angle, as well as the presence of occlusions and shadows. In such conditions,
extraction of some soft biometrics used in these systems, such as facial marks, is
likely to be extremely difficult.
In a surveillance environment, traits that can be observed at a greater range are
desirable, as are traits that are invariant to view and to lighting conditions. Cognitive
experiments examining suitable traits for describing individuals have shown that in-
dividuals recognise other people by assigning them into categories including the
soft biometric traits of gender, age, race and build or physique [43]. Samangooei et
al. [56] quantified how accurate and useful human-provided descriptions of people
are for recognising a person at a distance. Physical traits were categorised into se-
mantic terms for humans to label video sequences of different people, and race and
gender were found to be the most effective measures. Recent research has attempted
automatic extraction of such traits from video. For example, the extraction of gender
from gait [14, 69, 59], the estimation of age from gait [41], and determining ethnic-
ity from faces [42]. While all these techniques show promise, they are difficult to
apply in an unconstrained surveillance environment, and on their own do not yield
sufficiently unique descriptions when dealing with a large population.
Appearance modelling techniques used in object tracking and person re-detection
systems can also be viewed as a form of soft biometric. Appearance models are
typically designed to be view and illumination invariant so that they may be used
to aid in tracking handover between different camera views, and to aid in tracking
during or after occlusions. Haritaoglu et al. [29] proposed a method where data
pertaining to the average texture and silhouette of the subject is recorded over a
period of time as the object is tracked. This model can be used to re-detect a person
if they had been lost for several frames due to occlusion, or had left and re-entered
the scene.
Whilst the approach proposed in [29] is effective for a single view, texture in-
formation less suitable for transferring from one view to another. Hu et al. [31] ex-
tracted three histograms from each person, one each for the head, torso and legs, to
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not only allow for matching based on colour, but also on the distribution of colour.
Chien et al. [7] proposed a colour model (Human Colour Structure Descriptor -
HCSD) that aims to capture the distribution of colours in a human body. Three
colours are used to represent the colour of the body, legs and shoes, and positions
are defined to describe the position of body and legs relative to the shoes.
Nakajima et al. [45] and Hahnel et al. [25] each proposed techniques to model
and recognise people based on their whole body. Nakajima et al. [45] extracts nor-
malised colour histograms and local shape features for detected people and trains
SVM classifiers for each person and pose, and the approach is shown to be accurate
on a limited data set. Hahnel et al. [25] extends on [45] by extracting additional
colour, shape and texture features.
To better evaluate appearance modelling and person re-detection techniques,
Gray et al. [24] proposed the VIPeR (Viewpoint invariant Pedestrian Recognition)
database, consisting of 632 image pairs, where each pair contains wide and vary-
ing changes in viewpoint, illumination and pose. Using the proposed data set, an
evaluation of a variety of existing techniques such as 1D and 3D histograms, 3D
correllograms and various template matching approaches was performed, and it was
shown that a simple 1D histogram outperforms the more complex techniques.
Many recent approaches have sought to combine colour and texture features,
and extract texture features which are less view dependant. Farenzena et al. [19]
proposed an appearance-based method for person re-identification using symmetry-
based features consisting of the overall chromatic content, the spatial arrangement
of colours into stable regions (through the extraction of MSCRs [21]), and recur-
rent local motifs with high entropy (i.e. recurring textures). Symmetry is used to
build the model through the use of weighted colour histograms computed along the
symmetric axes, and by the sampling of patches to locate local motifs along the
axes of symmetry; while the axes of asymmetry are used to segment the person
into head, torso and legs. Bak et al. [2] proposed appearance models based on Haar-
like features and dominant colour descriptors. The most invariant and discriminative
signature was extracted using the AdaBoost algorithm.
Bazzani et al. [4] proposed a person descriptor that incorporates a global feature,
in the form of a HSV histogram, and local features, determined through epitomic
analysis [34]. A generic epitome (approximately equivalent to an ‘average’ texture
of the person), and a set of local epitome (a set of recurring motifs within the subject)
are extracted to represent the texture. As with the global feature, the epitomes are
represented by a HSV histogram.
Schwartz et al. [57] proposed using a co-occurance matrix to extract a dense
texture representation, as well as extracting edge and colour features for subjects.
Features are extracted for a set of overlapping blocks within the subject region,
leading to a very large initial feature vector. Dimension reduction is carried out
using partial least squares (PLS), and a PLS model is learned for each subject in
the gallery by using all other subjects as counter examples. This approach results
in a model that highlights the most discriminative features for each subject. When
classifying a probe image, the probe is projected into the subspace of each gallery
subject, and the minimum Euclidean distance between the probe and gallery vectors
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is used to classify the subject. The PLS scheme is shown to outperform a PCA and
SVM approaches.
Other approaches have sought to improve person classification by incorporating
the structure of the human body into the model. Bak et al. [3] proposed using body
part detectors to locate individual body parts (head and shoulders, torso, left arm,
right arm, legs) as well as the full body, and extracted features for each region. The
covariance of features extracted from each region (location, intensity, and gradient)
is used to match subjects within a spatial pyramid matching framework.
Xiaogang et al. [67] also sought to model the relationship between different parts
of the human body and proposed the idea and shape and appearance context, which
models the appearance of an object relative to its own components. From the input
image shape and appearance labelled images are generated. The shape image de-
scribes the structure of the person (i.e. identifying body regions such as arms and
legs), while the appearance image quantises the input image into a set of labelled
regions. The co-occurance relationship between features within the different regions
is extracted and is used to describe the appearance of a person.
Zheng et al. [71] extended the idea of appearance context to groups of people, ob-
serving that people often move in groups, and the appearance of the group provides
additional cues to a person’s identity. Two ratio-occurance measures for comparing
groups are developed, one using rectangular rings around the image, and one using
features within small image blocks, and it is shown that this combination of feature
is effective at recognising groups of people.
Group context is also applied to an individual within the group, by extracting
features in rings around the person of interest (providing a group context for the
individual), in combination with features for the individual. It is shown that incor-
porating group context results in a significant performance improvement when iden-
tifying individuals.
Gheissari et al. [22] propose a multi-part person model, segmenting the person
into 6 horizontal stripes, based on a decomposable triangulated graph model. A
feature vector, composed of HSV colour information and edgels (where each edge
encodes the edge orientation, and the colour change across the edge), is extracted for
each of the horizontal stripes. To compensate for the dynamic properties of clothing
which can result in edges changing rapidly, a spatio-temporal graph based segmen-
tation approach to suppress edges is applied. This results in edges that occur within
an item of clothing being ignored, while retaining those that relate to the boundary
between different clothing items.
An alternative approach to crafting features specific to modelling an individual is
to extract very high dimensionality features, and use a classifier to determine the op-
timal combination of these features to separate the classes. Gray et al. [23] proposed
learning a similarity function using a combination of colour and texture (obtained
by using the response to Schmid and Gabor filters) information. Localised features
in horizontal stripes are computed for each possible feature (i.e. colour channel,
or texture representation) and adaboost is used to learn the optimal combination of
these features. The proposed approach is evaluated on the VIPeR data set [24] and is
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shown to outperform the algorithms of Park et al. [48] and a principle axis histogram
motivated by [32], as well as simple histogram and template representations.
Prosser et al. [51] and Zheng et al.[72] focused on finding an optimal ranking
strategy to improve identification performance. Prosser et al. [51] formulated an
alternative ranking strategy that does not rely on the direct computation of distances
between gallery and probe models. A modification to the Rank SVM is proposed
(termed an Ensemble Rank SVM) that aims to reduce the computational burden of
Rank SVM by using a group of ‘weak rankers’. A set of ‘weak rankers’ are learned
on subsets of the overall data set, and the weak classifiers are recombined using
boosting. The resultant system performs similarly to the traditional Rank SVM, with
a significant reduction in computations requirements, using a set of features inspired
by [23]. The proposed system also outperforms the ELF model of [23], as well as
similar features matched using the Bhattacharyya and L1-norm distance measures.
Zheng et al. [72] proposed the probabilistic relative distance comparison (PRDC),
that aims to learn the distance metric that maximises accuracy, to improve person
re-identifiation. The proposed model is formulated to maximise the probability that
the correct match for a given image will have a smaller distance to the probe image
than an incorrect match (unlike traditional distance learning which seeks to min-
imise intra-class and maximise inter-class variation). Like other trained classifiers
[23, 51], a large suite of features is used, and a set similar to [23] is chosen. The
proposed approach is shown to outperform the learned classifier techniques for per-
son re-identification of [23, 51], and is also shown to be more robust when the size
of the training set is small.
An alternate matching strategy is proposed by Lin et al. [39], who outlined a pair-
wise matching approach, where the distance between each pair of gallery subjects
is learned, and the match profiles that describe the similarity of the pairs are stored.
For a given probe image, the match profile to all subjects in the gallery is computed
and the matching subject is determined by comparing the set of profiles. Lin et
al. [39] model appearance using normalised kernel density estimation, exploiting
the non-parametric nature of kernel density estimation to model the complex colour
distributions that people exhibit.
While a large amount of effort has been made to model colour and appearance,
they are limited by changes in view. From different angles, people have vastly dif-
ferent appearances, and variations in the appearance of colours, both within a single
camera and across multiple cameras within an environment, present further chal-
lenges. While some techniques such as [19, 4] aim to improve view invariance by
extracting representative and recurring textures (rather than a dense texture repre-
sentation), if the distance between views is sufficiently great (i.e. viewing the subject
from the front, and then the back), these textures still may not re-occur and matching
will fail. With this in mind, a variety of other features have been proposed to match
subjects across multiple cameras.
The presence of luggage can be used as a descriptor, and a suite of techniques
have been proposed to locate and model carried luggage. Approaches for detecting
luggage or carried items include using contour analysis and SVM classification [52],
locating regions of asymmetry and an analysis of the periodicity of these regions
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[28], and through an analysis of simple motion region statistics in the case of [11],
who sought to determine if a person is walking with a bicycle. Damen et al. [10]
proposed a silhouette based technique that extends [28], comparing a time-averaged
silhouette with a set of exemplars rather than assuming that a person is symmetric.
Regions that protrude from the exemplar are identified, and constraints on the likely
location of carried objects are enforced using a Markov random field. The resultant
system is able to identify a wide variety of carried items, although it does rely on
the carried object protruding from the person.
Various shape and size features have also been proposed to model people in track-
ing systems. The silhouette of a person obtained from motion detection is a popular
shape features and can be used in a variety of ways. Collins et al. [8] has proposed
the use of silhouette-based human identification from body shape and gait, and other
features such as boundary distance from the centroid [64], and the convex hull can
also be extracted.
Gait recognition techniques such as the Gait Energy Image (GEI) [26, 66, 70]
can also be thought of as a soft biometric. The GEI is the average silhouette taken
over a single gait period, enabling the temporal information of gait to be encoded in
a single frame. Unlike gait techniques that rely on model-fitting, the GEI can easily
be captured at long range in the same manner as other soft biometrics.
From an unconstrained surveillance standpoint, shape and gait based methods
are limited due to their dependency on the viewing angle, and the quality of the ex-
tracted silhouette. Segmentation errors caused by complex background conditions
and shadows can affect the performance. Whilst these errors can be overcome be
averaging over a gait cycle provided that the errors are random and not systematic
(shadows are not random and are still a large problem in complex lighting condi-
tions), but errors caused by view mismatch are much more difficult to overcome and
are likely to lead to recognition errors.
With the various limitations of the individual features, several approaches have
been proposed that utilise multiple soft biometric and appearance features. Denman
et al. [15] proposed modelling colour (as a three part head, torso and legs model)
and height to describe people and identify them between camera views in a surveil-
lance environment. Dantcheva et al. [12] described a weight modality, as well as a
probabilistic colour histogram (also three part) that could be used to identify people
in surveillance imagery. Ran et al. [53] proposed a gait signature, consisting of sev-
eral soft biometrics based on gait features. Stride length, height and gender could
all be extracted from a video sequence. Demirkus et al. [13] presented a system in
which different biometric features of people are extracted based on the quality of the
current frame. For example, in a frame where the whole body of a subject is visible,
height and clothing colour features are extracted, while in another frame only the
upper body might be visible, but the face may be quite clear and hence face-based
features are extracted. All approaches have shown promise for use in recognition
within a surveillance environment.
Soft biometrics have also been applied to the task of a visual search, i.e. locat-
ing a person in surveillance footage given a description. Park et al. [48] proposed
extracting dominant colours, height and build (determined from the silhouette as-
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pect ratio) to represent a subject. A query could then be submitted to the system
to locate a person matching a description. Vaquero et al. [62] proposed an attribute
based search, to locate people in surveillance imagery. Various facial features were
extracted such as facial hair (beard, mustache, no facial hair), the presence of eye
wear (glasses, sunglasses, no glasses) and headwear (hair, hat, bald), as well as full
body features such as the colour of the torso and legs. Queries could be formulated
as a combination of these features.
Soft biometrics and person re-detection techniques also have applications in cus-
tomer behaviour analysis, and a variety of computer vision techniques and systems
have been proposed to automatically analyse customer behaviour in retail environ-
ments. Many techniques have focused on counting people, with solutions proposed
to count both everyone in an area [55, 38], and to count the number of people past
a point (i.e. entering a shop) [35, 5]. Senior et al. [58] proposed a system that goes
beyond simple counting, and developed a video analytics system for retail which
counts the number of customers entering a store, and monitors where they go within
the store.
Other vision systems have been developed to determine the interactions between
people and products. Haritaoglu et al. [30] developed a body pose detection system
using stereo cameras to automatically detect reaching actions of shoppers. Krahnsto-
ever et al. [36] detected head and hand locations with stereo vision to automatically
detect the interaction between the shopper and product, and RFID tags were used to
track the location and motion of products.
Dwell time in front of products and billboards has also been explored. Haritaoglu
et al. [27] developed a system to detect, track and count the number of people stand-
ing in front of billboards and extract their gender. Infrared illumination-based pupil
detection was used to determine whether people were looking at the billboards, and
for how long. Liu et al. [40] used Active Appearance Models (AAMs) to monitor
the face for better accuracy in determining customer gaze.
Popa et al. [49] describes a surveillance system which analyses the shopping be-
haviour of customers in relation to products. A Bayesian Network architecture is
employed that consists of three levels: sensor level, observed features level, and the
customer’s shopping behaviour (i.e. the assigned semantic label to the customer’s
actions). Through the use of motion detection, trajectory analysis, face localisa-
tion and tracking eight behaviours could be described: walking direction, walking
speed, stopping, looking at products, facial expressions (for positive/negative ap-
preciation), gestures, and speech. Experimental results on a data set of 10 subjects
shows that by clustering the sensed features, and in particular the motion energy and
walking trajectories, the approach can distinguish between customers behaviours as
being either ‘goal oriented’ or ‘disoriented’.
Popa et al. [50] also described a facial recognition system which analyses a cus-
tomer’s appreciation of a product based on their expression. Active Appearance
Models are used to track the face and extract key features, and a Hidden Markov
Models is used to classify the expressions into 21 product emotions, obtaining a
recognition accuracy of 93%. By automatically detecting and analysing a customer’s
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expression, retailers can better fit products to the customers’ needs, enabling more
efficient marketing strategies.
These systems provide useful information on customer behaviour on a small
scale, but do not scale to large environments. In large environments it may not be
feasible to have cameras to monitor every space, and may not provide sufficient res-
olution for unique identification and so robust algorithms need to be developed to
model individuals to enable tracking of people across disjoint camera views.
3 Soft Biometrics
Soft biometrics are features that can be easily extracted from a distance. Ideally, for
use in an unconstrained surveillance environment any features should also be view
invariant. In this work, we consider colour, height and luggage models for a person.
We select these modalities as we consider them to be moderately view invariant and
easy to extract in difficult conditions (i.e. colour and height can be determined from
any angle, while texture, hair and skin features cannot be extracted consistently as
the view changes). Furthermore, despite not being as discriminative as other recent
approaches (for example [19, 3, 71]), both colour and height modalities are well
suited to locating people who have an unusual aspect to their appearance, for in-
stance people who are unusually tall or short, or who are dressed strangely. It should
be noted however that other modalities (such as ethnicity, or more advanced colour
and texture features) could also be used within the proposed framework.
The colour model is a three part model (head, torso and legs), and each section
is modelled separately (see Section 3.1). The height of a person can be extracted
using camera calibration, and is outlined in Section 3.2. Luggage can be detected
by analysing the symmetry of the silhouette and locating regions of asymmetry. The
detection and modelling of luggage is outlined in Section 3.3.
For all soft biometrics outlined within this Section, it is expected that the person
of interest has been located within the scene (i.e. through object detection [9, 63]
and/or object tracking [17, 6]), and a motion segmentation algorithm [16] is used to
separate the subject from the background.
3.1 Colour
A 3D colour soft histogram is computed for each of the head, torso and leg sections
(Chead , Ctorso and Clegs respectively). The colour and motion image are used to gen-
erate histograms, such that only pixels that are in motion (i.e. part of the person) are
included in the histogram. In order to separate the person into these three compo-
nents, it is assumed that the person has been correctly segmented within the motion
image (i.e. the motion regions relevant to the target person have been identified and
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all other motion is disregarded), and that the person is predominately vertical within
the image.
Segmentation of the person into head, torso and legs is performed in two stages:
1. Analysis of the horizontal projection to determine likely regions for the neck and
waist;
2. Analysis of the gradient of the regions of interest to locate the neck and waste
contour.
The horizontal projection,
Phoriz( j) =
W
∑
i=0
M(i, j), (1)
where Phoriz( j) is the horizontal projection for row j, W is the image width, and
M is the motion image; is computed for the region containing the person, and it
is used to estimate the likely neck and waist positions. Given correct segmentation
of the person in the motion image, the location of the neck will coincide with an
increase in the horizontal projection (vneck), and the waist (vwaist ) will correspond
with a gradual decrease in the projection. Figure 2 shows an example of this.
Typically, the neck and waist correspond with a change in appearance, and the
a local maximum in the image gradient should be observed at this transition. A
search region of 10% of the person’s height is established around each of these
points to determine the actual neck and waist boundaries (see Figure 2, (c) and (g)).
Within each search region, each column is searched in turn for the location with the
maximum vertical gradient. The resultant vector describes the contour that separates
the two regions,
Vb(i) =
v2argmax
n=v1
δ I(i,n), (2)
where Vb is the contour for the boundary b; v1 and v2 are the search bounds for the
contour, set to 10% of the person’s height either side of vneck and vwaist ; and δ I(i,n)
is the gradient of the image I at location i,n. The computed contour is smoothed
using a mean filter. Contours are computed for the neck and waist (Vneck and Vwaist
respectively), and these are used to divide the regions. Example output from this
process is shown in Figure 3. This segmentation process assumes that the region
being segmented is a single person, and the approach will produce unexpected re-
sults if a region consisting of multiple people is used as input. Within the proposed
system, it is the responsibility of a prior process that locates the objects (such as an
object detector or object tracker) to ensure that this segmentation is correct.
For each of the three regions, a 3D soft histogram is calculated to represent the
appearance. Due to variations in colour across the different cameras, as well as pos-
sible errors in segmentation, there are a number of sources of error when computing
and comparing histograms. In an effort to minimise the impact of these errors, we
use a soft histogram. Soft histograms have previously been applied in a variety of
areas, including activity modelling [68] and texture representation [37].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 2 Locating neck and waist boundaries - The top and bottom rows show two examples of
extracting the neck and waist boundaries. Images (a) and (e) are the input colour images and
(b) and (f) are the silhouettes computed through foreground segmentation. (c) and (g) show the
smoothed horizontal projection, with the approximate neck (vneck, red) and waist (vwaist , green)
locations, and the search space for the boundary is shown by the dotted lines. (d) and (h) show the
final boundary for the neck (red) and waist (green).
The soft histogram divides the contribution of each sample (pixel) across multiple
bins. Weights are assigned based on the proximity of the sample to the centre of the
bins. A sample that lies at the centre of a bin will have the majority of its contribution
assigned to that bin, while a sample that lies on a bin boundary will have its contri-
bution divided across multiple bins. For simplicity, we only consider neighbouring
bins within the same dimension (i.e. we do not consider diagonal neighbours). This
means that for a three dimensional histogram (i.e. where the bin a sample belongs to
is a function of three colour channels: red, green and blue), a single pixel will have
its weight divided across seven bins: the centre bin, and the two neighbouring bins
in each dimension. The distance a sample is from each bin, and the corresponding
weight, is calculated as follows,
di,n =
3
2
Bw−∣bn− i∣ , (3)
wi,n =
di,n
∑Mm=1 di,m
, (4)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 3 Segmenting a person into head, torso and leg regions. The top row shows input colour
images, the bottom row shows the segmented silhouettes. Red regions are designated as being the
head, green as the torso and blue as the legs.
where i is the input value, Bw is the width of a single bin, bn is the centre of bin n,
di,n is the distance between the input value i and the centre of bin n, and wi,n is the
weight that is added to bin n in relation to sample i. M is the total number of bins
that the sample is being split between, and m is an index into this set. This process
of assigning weights is also illustrated in Figure 4.
Fig. 4 Assigning weights to neighbouring bins in a soft histogram - The sample, i (blue dotted
line), lies within bin n. Weight is assigned to bins n, n−1 and n+1 based on its proximity to the
centre of each bin (red line). It can be seen that the maximum distance possible between a sample
and the centre of an adjacent bin is 32Bw.
A moving average of the histogram is calculated such that,
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C′(t) =
L−1
L
×C′(t−1)+ C(t)
L
, (5)
where C′(t) is the value of the average histogram at time t, C(t) is the histogram
computed for the frame at time t, and L is the learning rate. L is set according to
L=
1
T
; f or T <W, (6)
L=
1
W
; f or W >= T, (7)
whereW is the number of frames used in the model, and T is the number of updates
performed on the model. This ensures that the image that is used to initialise the
model does not dominate the model for a significant number of frames. Instead,
new information is incorporated quickly when the model is new to provide a better
representation of the object being modelled.
Histograms are compared using the Bhattacharyya coefficient,
B(Ci,C j) =
N
∑
1
√
Ci(n)×C j(n), (8)
where B(Ci,C j) is the Bhattacharyya coefficient for the comparison of the his-
tograms Ci and C j, Ci(n) is the nth bin for the histogram Ci, and N is the total
number of bins in the histogram. The histogram comparison is performed using his-
tograms with their bin weights normalised such that they sum to 1. This is done to
ensure size invariance. The comparison will return 1 for a perfect match, and 0 for
no match.
When comparing colour models for two people, the similarity score is taken as
the average of the three histogram comparisons,
Pcolour(i, j) =
(B(CiHead ,C
j
Head)+B(C
i
Torso,C
j
Torso)+B(C
i
Legs,C
j
Legs))
3
, (9)
where Pcolour(i, j) is the similarity score between models i and j.
3.2 Height
The height of the person is used as a simple descriptor. The height is view invariant,
whilst other dimensions (width and depth/thickness) are dependent on the camera
angle as well as the persons pose (i.e. as a person walks their width changes as their
legs move). Heights are stored for the head, torso and legs.
To determine the height of the person, the head and feet must be located in the
image. Top and bottom contours of the motion image are extracted and smoothed.
The top of the head is located by searching the top contour to determine the highest
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point, xh,yh. The feet positions, xl f ,yl f ,xr f ,yr f , are determined by finding the lowest
point on the bottom contour either side of the head position. A mean foot position
(x f ,y f ) is computed from these two detected feet locations.
The subject is separated into head, torso and legs as outlined in Section 3.1. The
mean points along the two dividing contours,
xneck,yneck =
∑Vneck(x)
Nneck
,
∑Vneck(y)
Nneck
, (10)
xwaist ,ywaist =
∑Vwaist(x)
Nwaist
,
∑Vwaist(y)
Nwaist
, (11)
(12)
where xneck,yneck and xwaist ,ywaist are the mean points of the neck and waist contours;
and Vneck and Vwaist are the contours that define the neck and waist boundaries (see
Equation 2); are located and used to divide the region for the height calculations.
Figure 5 shows an example of the located head and feet points, and the points
used to divide the subject into head, torso and legs.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 5 Detecting the head and feet, and dividing the subject into three regions - The top row shows
the colour input image and the bottom row shows the corresponding silhouette. Head, feet, waist
and neck points are overlayed on both images. The head points are shown in red, feet shown in
yellow, and median position of the waist and neck divisions shown in cyan. It can be seen that in
some instances, shadows result in the feet being incorrectly located.
Using camera calibration, the image coordinates of the points can be transferred
into a real world coordinate scheme. x f ,y f is projected at an assumed z coordinate
(height about the ground plane) of 0. The real world location of the feet can then be
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projected back into the image plane at various heights (values of z) to determine the
height above the ground plane of the waist, neck and head. Heights for the individual
components can then be determined,
Hhead = zwhead− zwneck, (13)
Htorso = zwneck− zwwaist , (14)
Hlegs = zwwaist − zwf eet , (15)
where Hhead , Htorso and Hlegs are the head, torso and legs heights in world coordi-
nates, and zwhead , z
w
neck, z
w
waist , z
w
f eet are the world coordinates (height off the ground
plane) of the head, neck, waist and feet. zwf eet is always set to 0 (i.e. the person’s feet
are on the ground).
Heights are progressively updated over multiple observations,
H ′head(t) =
L−1
L
×H ′head(t−1)+
Hhead(t)
L
, (16)
H ′torso(t) =
L−1
L
×H ′torso(t−1)+
Htorso(t)
L
, (17)
H ′legs(t) =
L−1
L
×H ′legs(t−1)+
Hlegs(t)
L
, (18)
where H ′head(t), H
′
torso(t) and H
′
legs(t) are the average head, torso and leg heights for
the model at time t; Hhead(t), Htorso(t) and Hlegs(t) are the heights for the image
at the current time step computed as described in Equations 13 to 15, and L is the
learning rate. L is defined in the same manner as the colour model (see Equations 6
and 7).
For each update, an error is calculated between the average of the model and the
new observation,
Fehead(t) =
∣∣H ′head(t)−Hhead(t)∣∣ , (19)
Fetorso(t) =
∣∣H ′torso(t)−Htorso(t)∣∣ , (20)
Felegs(t) =
∣∣H ′legs(t)−Hlegs(t)∣∣ , (21)
where Fehead(t), F
e
torso(t) and F
e
legs(t) are the frame errors for the head, torso and leg
heights. Over time, an average error for each component (Ehead , Etorso and Elegs,
for the head, torso and legs respectively) can be computed from these frame errors
(Fehead(t), F
e
torso(t) and F
e
legs(t)) using the update method of the colour and height
models (see Equations 5, 6 and 7). The cumulative error is used as an approxima-
tion to the standard deviation (it is assumed that the observations over time form a
Gaussian distribution) of the error, as it is not practical to re-compute the standard
deviation each frame, and not ideal to assume a fixed standard deviation. Given that
the standard deviation for a sample set is defined as,
σ =
√
1
N
N
∑
n=1
(µ− sn)2, (22)
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and in the proposed model, for each measure there is one observation at each time
step (N = 1), so the standard deviation at a given time step is,
σ =
√
(µ− s)2 = ∣∣H ′(t)−H(t)∣∣ , (23)
which is the proposed error measure.
When comparing two size models, the mean heights and approximated standard
deviations are used to determine the probability of a match. The probability for head,
torso and legs heights are defined as,
Phead(i, j) =Φ0,Ehead(i)(
∣∣H ′head(i)−H ′head( j)∣∣), (24)
Ptorso(i, j) =Φ0,Etorso(i)(
∣∣H ′torso(i)−H ′torso( j)∣∣), (25)
Plegs(i, j) =Φ0,Elegs(i)(
∣∣H ′legs(i)−H ′legs( j)∣∣), (26)
where Phead(i, j) is match between the head component two models, i and j, Ehead(i)
is the approximated standard deviation of the head height for model i, H ′head(i) is the
mean head height for model i, andΦµ,σ is the cumulative density function for the
Gaussian distribution. The average of these scores,
Pheight(i, j) =
Phead(i, j)+Ptorso(i, j)+Plegs(i, j)
3
, (27)
is taken as the match between models i and j.
3.3 Luggage
Luggage can be detected by observing symmetry in a person’s silhouette (see [29]).
From all angles, a person’s silhouette is approximately symmetrical when they are
walking or running, however objects they may be carrying lead to regions of asym-
metry.
The head is located in the same manner as described in Section 3.2, and is used
to divide the subject into two non-equal halves. Any region directly either side of
the silhouette that has a height with 20% of the head height is not considered when
calculating symmetry. We reason that (assuming the head is correctly detected) this
portion of the silhouette will always contain the head and torso and some amount of
the legs (depending on pose). Any luggage that is being carried will not clearly be
visible, any asymmetry that is detected in this region is far more likely to arise from
errors in the motion segmentation. Thus, this region is ignored.
This leaves us with two image regions, one either side of the centre column about
the head, which are compared for symmetry. We define these image regions as be-
ing all pixels in the range 1 : Le f t,1 : Y for the left portion, and Right : X ,1 : Y
for the right portion, where X and Y are the horizontal and vertical dimensions,
and Le f t and Right are the left and right edges of the centre region. Asymmetri-
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cal motion regions are located by searching for differences between the left portion
and the mirror image of the right portion. Algorithmically, this is achieved as fol-
lows:
1: for i= Le f t; i>= 1; i= i−1 do
2: for j = 1; j <= Y ; j = j+1 do
3: if (M(i, j) =M(Right+(Le f t− i), j) then
4: A(i, j) = A(Right+(Le f t− i)) = False
5: else
6: A(i, j) =M(i, j)
7: A(Right+(Le f t− i)) =M(i, j)
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
where A is a boolean image indicating regions of asymmetry and M is the motion
image. It should be noted that the left and right portions that we are comparing are
not necessarily the same size, and additional bounds checks that are not shown above
need to be performed.
Connected components within A are detected, and the largest component is se-
lected. If the size of this object is above a threshold (greater than 5% of the pixel
count of the entire silhouette), it is accepted as a valid item of luggage. Examples
of detected luggage items are shown in Figure 6. While the proposed approach is
effective when the motion mask used is free of errors, it can be seen that when
segmentation errors such as shadows are present (image pair (f)-(m)), additional re-
gions of asymmetry result which can be incorrectly classified as an item of luggage.
We also observe, that when a subject carries luggage on both sides of the body (such
as image pairs (a)-(g) and (b)-(h)), the detector will not consistently detect the same
item of luggage.
For the detected luggage items, we seek to model the colour of the item and the
location of the luggage relative to the person. Two histograms are computed that
correspond to the portion of the luggage item above the waist of the person,Ca, and
the portion below the waist, Cb. The average amount of the luggage in each half is
also stored (wa and wb). We do not consider whether the luggage is carried on the
left or right side of the person as this is dependant on the angle of camera used. Soft
histograms as used in the colour model (see Section 3.1) are used, and the model is
updated in the same manner (see Equations 5, 6 and 7).
Luggage models are compared by performing a weighted sum of the histogram
matches, with weights determined according to the amount of the luggage that exists
in each region,
Pluggage(i, j) = min(wia,w
j
a)B(C
i
a,C
j
a)+min(w
i
b,w
j
b)B(C
i
b,C
j
b), (28)
where i and j are the two luggage models we are comparing, and min is an op-
erator that determines the lowest of two values. In the event that one of models i
and j has not detected a luggage item (and thus does not have a luggage model),
Pluggage(i, j) = 1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)
Fig. 6 Detecting luggage - Top row shows input colour image, bottom row shows silhouette images
with detected luggage objects marked in Cyan. Areas of asymmetry that are not detected as luggage
objects are shown in blue. Errors in detection tend to occur when a subject is carrying multiple
items (such as (a)-(g) and (b)-(h)), or when segmentation errors are present (see (f)-(m)).
4 Soft Biometrics for Operational Analytics
The soft biometrics outlined in Section 3 can be used to match people across a dis-
joint camera network, however it is not practical or possible to match every person
within the network. However as our aim is to determine operational statistics, we
only require information from a representative subset of the population. As such,
we propose a system that automatically selects a suitable subset of the population to
match across a disjoint camera network.
The proposed soft biometrics require a series of observations to build accurate
models. We use the object tracking system described in [17] to track objects within
each camera view, and build soft biometric models (see Section 3). Objects are not
tracked between views, and the relationship between cameras (i.e. distance between
cameras) is unknown.
It should be noted that the performance of the soft biometrics is impacted by
the performance of the object tracking system. Errors in the object tracking, such
as incorrect segmentation will result in errors in the soft biometric models. In this
situation, the part-based segmentation (see Section 3.1) may fail, or produce incor-
rect results. To help alleviate this, objects that are occluded (as determined by the
object tracker) are not considered when building soft biometric models, however it
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is expected that some erroneous models will still result due to errors in the object
tracking.
The proposed system operates in two phases: a training phase and a testing phase.
In the training phase, the soft biometrics that are built can be combined to construct
a set of average soft biometrics. During operation, the proposed system then uses the
average soft biometrics to automatically select subjects to attempt to match across
the disjoint camera views. As the objects are matched, operational statistics, such as
the time taken to traverse the environment, are gathered. The average biometrics are
outlined in Section 4.1, and the proposed system for calculating operational statistics
is presented in Section 4.2.
4.1 Average Soft Biometrics
We propose average soft biometrics for colour (see Section 4.1.1) and size (see
Section 4.1.2). An average for luggage is not computed, as not all people carry
luggage, and an item of luggage is not visible from all camera angles (i.e. a backpack
can be seen from side on, but not from a front or rear view).
These average biometrics can then be used to determine how distinct a person is.
When multiple soft biometrics are used, the most distinct mode is taken. We argue
that as long as a person has one trait that is distinct, then that person is distinct (i.e.
a person may be wearing clothes similar to many others, but if they are an unusual
height, they are distinct).
4.1.1 Colour
The colour soft biometric consists of three colour histograms. The average biometric
is simply the average histogram for each component,
Acolourc =
∑Ni Cc,i
N
, (29)
where Acolourc is the average biometrics for component c,Cc,i is the colour histogram
of component c for subject i, and N is the number of subjects used to build the
model.
The distinctiveness, Di, of a given subject i, is determined in the same manner as
two subjects are compared,
Di =
B(Acolourhead ,Chead,i)+B(A
colour
torso ,Ctorso,i)+B(A
colour
legs ,Clegs,i)
3
, (30)
where B(a,b) is the Bhattacharyya coefficient (see Equation 8) for the histograms a
and b.
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4.1.2 Size
Like the colour model, the size model consists of three parts: individual heights
for the head, torso and legs. Each component is considered separately within the
average model. Three histograms (Asizehead , A
size
torso and A
size
legs) are built that describe the
likelihood that a given height for a given component will occur. Each histogram is
normalised so that its bins sums to 1.
The distinctiveness of a subject can then be calculated as,
Di =
Asizehead(bh)+A
size
torso(bt)+A
size
legs(bl)
3
, (31)
where bh, bt and bl are the bins that correspond to the heights of the for the head,
torso and legs in the subject’s model.
4.2 Locating and Detecting Distinct People
The proposed system is intended for situations where there is a sparse disjoint cam-
era network, and/or tracking throughout the complete environment is not possible.
The tracking system outlined in [17] is used to track people within the individual
cameras to build soft biometrics. An example of the tracking system output can be
seen in Figure 7.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 7 Example tracking output - Top and bottom rows show two examples of output from the
tracking system. Tracking output is not completely accurate, and errors in the tracking filter through
to the construction of the soft biometrics.
The proposed system operates in two stages:
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1. Detecting unique people;
2. Detecting matches for the unique people.
These two situations are shown in Figure 8.
(a) A person is added to the watch list
(b) A person is compared to the watch list
Fig. 8 Proposed system - The object tracking algorithm operates within the shaded regions of the
camera views to build soft biometrics. People who are classified as unique are added to a watch
list, which other people detected elsewhere in the network are compared to.
In the first stage, we seek to identify people who are distinct, and who can poten-
tially be re-detected elsewhere in the camera network. Subjects are tracked as they
move through the area of interest, and if they can be tracked for long enough to build
a sufficient model (20 frames in the proposed system), they are compared to the av-
erage model to determine if they are unique. As outlined in Section 4.1, if any one
mode is deemed to be unique, the person is considered unique. Unique people are
added to a watch list so that they can be re-detected elsewhere. A minimum frame
limit is imposed to reduce errors in the soft biometric models caused by tracking
or segmentation errors, as we assume that the majority of frames will be correctly
segmented.
In the second stage, we aim to match people to those previously detected. Like
the first stage, people are tracked through the region of interest and once a model
has been built, they are compared to all subjects in the watch list by comparing the
soft biometric models. For two objects to be matched, the colour, height and luggage
soft biometrics must all have a similarity above a threshold,
Pcolour(i, j)≥ Tcolour & Pheight(i, j)≥ Theight & Pluggage(i, j)≥ Tluggage, (32)
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where i and j and the source and target objects being matched; Pcolour(i, j), Pheight(i, j)
and Pluggage(i, j) are the matches between the two models as defined in Equations 9,
27 and 28 respectively; and Tcolour, Theight and Tluggage are thresholds for the three
soft biometrics. We argue that as each of these soft biometrics is essentially a weak
classifier, all three must be satisfied for a match to occur. Thresholds are selected
according to the performance of each classifier, with Theight and Tluggage typically
set lower than Tcolour (more false positives, fewer false negatives) as they are less
reliable. In the event of multiple targets satisfying Equation 32, the target with the
highest value for Pcolour(i, j) is selected as the match, as the colour modality is the
most reliable.
The first valid match that an object receives is taken to be correct (i.e. the system
does not wait to see if there is a better match later on). This can potentially lead
to errors if people of a similar appearance are present at the same time. However
the requirement for people to be ‘distinct’ should reduce the likelihood of such an
occurrence. As matches are made, the transition information (mean and standard
deviation of time taken) is calculated.
In both stages of the system, the direction the subject is moving is monitored to
determine if the person is valid for a comparison, or to be added to the watch list.
For example, whilst a person may be tracked through a region where unique people
are being detected, if they are a moving in a direction that will exit the environment
they will not be compared to the average model, or added to a watch list (see Figure
9).
Fig. 9 Entering and exiting objects - In the scene shown either end of the corridor is an entrance
and exit. Objects entering the scene are checked for uniqueness, and possibly added to the watch
list. Objects exiting the scene are simply compared to the contents of the watch list.
When training an average biometric model, the system operates in the first mode
only and disregards direction. Every object that can be tracked for a sufficient period
to build a model is included in the average model.
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5 Evaluation
We perform two evaluations:
1. Evaluate the performance of the soft biometrics themselves for a identification
task;
2. Evaluate the performance of using soft biometrics to identify distinct looking
people, and match these people across a disjoint camera network.
These evaluations are presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. Databases
have been captured in house for each evaluation, and these are outlined in Sections
5.1.1 and 5.2.1 respectively.
5.1 Soft Biometric Performance
5.1.1 Evaluation Data
To evaluate the performance of the soft biometrics for recognising people in a
surveillance environment, a database has been captured that contains people moving
through a building environment by up to 8 surveillance cameras. In total, 80 people
are present in the database.
The vast majority of subjects will only pass through a subset of the camera net-
work, and that subset varies from person to person. This provides a highly uncon-
strained environment in which to test the proposed soft biometrics. The cameras
have all been calibrated using Tsai’s method [61], and an example image from each
camera is shown in Figure 10.
From Figure 10, it can be seen that there is varied lighting across the different
camera views, and that subjects will be observed from different angles as they move
through the network.
Subject locations in the network are hand annotated (every 10th frame is anno-
tated and intermediate frame locations are interpolated). The annotated locations are
coarse and the subject location is refined using motion segmentation (person detec-
tion [9, 63] could also be used), thus there are also potential errors that can be cause
by incorrect motion segmentation.
In our evaluation, we consider the accuracy of the size and colour soft biometrics.
We do not consider luggage as it is not carried by all subjects, and not visible from all
camera angles. Cumulative match characteristic (CMC) and synthetic recognition
rate (SRR) [24] curves are plotted for both the size and colour biometric as well as an
equivalent colour biometric using a hard histogram, and for a fused system that uses
a weighted sum to combine the colour (soft histogram), size and luggage biometrics.
The following three configurations of soft biometric models are evaluated:
1. Soft biometric models trained on a single camera view;
2. Soft biometric models trained on two camera views;
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2 (c) Camera 3 (d) Camera 4
(e) Camera 5 (f) Camera 6 (g) Camera 7 (h) Camera 8
Fig. 10 Example images from the 8 cameras used to capture the soft biometric evaluation database.
Note that there are different lighting conditions in each camera, and that as person moves through
the network they are viewed from several different angles.
3. Soft biometric models trained on three camera views.
Models are trained and tested on separate views, and 20 images are used from each
camera view. It should be noted that as we increase the number of views required
for training models, fewer subjects from the database are included as subjects with
insufficient data are omitted. As subjects within the database take widely varying
paths through the camera network and pass through different numbers of cameras,
not all subjects can be used in all cases.
5.1.2 Results
Cumulative match characteristic (CMC) and synthetic recognition rate (SRR) plots
are shown for the colour soft biometric (hard and soft histogram variants), size bio-
metric, and a fused system trained on one, two and three camera views are shown in
Figures 11, 12 and 13 respectively.
It can be seen that the colour model consistently outperforms the height model,
and both models improve as more views are used to train the models. The soft
histogram variant of the colour model offers a small but consistent performance
advantage over the hard histogram equivalent.
The superior performance of the colour model is to be expected, as there is a
far greater variation in colour than size. A large number of people have heights that
are within a few centimetres of each other, meaning there is much less variation in
this trait. The height biometric is also less accurate to extract. Segmentation errors
in the silhouette will result in errors in the detected height. An error of only a few
pixels can result in a difference of a few centimetres or more, depending on where
in the image the subject appears. While the colour biometric is also susceptible
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(a) CMC (b) SRR
Fig. 11 Cumulative match characteristic (CMC) and synthetic recognition rate (SRR) plots for
models trained on a single camera view.
(a) CMC (b) SRR
Fig. 12 Cumulative match characteristic (CMC) and synthetic recognition rate (SRR) plots for
models trained on two camera views.
to segmentation errors, these do not result in a significantly different observation
unless the segmentation errors result large portions of the person not being visible
(i.e. their legs or torso are not detected), or a large portion of the background being
included in the model. In cases such as these, it is likely that the division of the
person into head, torso and legs would fail (see Section 3.1) and a model would not
be built for that frame.
It can also be seen that the soft histogram colour model consistently performs as
well as, or better than, the hard histogram equivalent. While using a soft histogram
only offers a small performance improvement, this is not surprising as the under-
lying model based on the division of the subject into three parts is unchanged and
the scope for improvement using the soft histogram is limited. The nature of the
soft histogram though, which allows ambiguous samples to be spread across mul-
tiple bins, does offer some help when dealing with challenging lighting conditions.
Colours which lie close to a bin boundary are distributed across neighbouring bins,
providing a limited amount of invariance to changes in colour balance between cam-
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(a) CMC (b) SRR
Fig. 13 Cumulative match characteristic (CMC) and synthetic recognition rate (SRR) plots for
models trained on three camera views.
eras. However, if the change in a colour between cameras is too large (greater than
1.5 bin widths in the proposed system, see Section 3.1), the soft histogram will offer
no support in dealing with colour changes.
We also observe that performance of the soft biometrics improve are more views
are used to build the models. This is to be expected, as the use of multiple views
ultimately leads to a more complete and accurate model. In the case of the colour
biometric, a person may appear different from the front or back due to an item
they are carrying, or an item of clothing such as a jacket that is open at the front.
Including data from multiple viewpoints allows for a model that better represents
the persons overall appearance.
From Figures 11, 12 and 13, it can also be seen that a simple weighted summation
of the modalities results in a noticeable improvement in performance.
Figure 14 shows CMC and SRR plots for both the colour and size soft biomet-
rics as non-unique subjects are removed from the probe set (note that the non-unique
subjects are still contained in the gallery set). Subjects who have a uniqueness (de-
termined using an average biometric, see Section 4.1 for further details) below a
threshold are removed from the probe set. In Figure 14, soft biometric models are
trained and tested on data captured from a single camera view.
For the colour modality, it can be seen that as the less distinct subjects are re-
moved from the probe set, the matching accuracy improves and the performance
gain becomes more pronounced as an increasing number of probe samples are ex-
cluded. The size modality however does not offer the same improvement, and at
some operating points performance of the more distinct probe set is less than that of
the unfiltered set. We attribute this to the inherent inaccuracy in the size models, and
the low variation in peoples heights. As non-distinct subjects are removed, some of
the more ‘unique’ subjects that remain are likely to have heights that are the result
or poor segmentation or other errors, thus making them more difficult, rather than
easier, to match correctly. However, we do note that at low ranks a performance
improvement (while not as large as that in the colour domain) is observed. As our
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(a) CMC, Colour (b) SRR, Colour
(c) CMC, Size (d) SRR, Size
Fig. 14 CMC and SRR plots for the colour and size soft biometrics as non-unique subjects are
removed from the gallery set.
target application is intended to operate with smaller number of subjects (i.e. 20 or
less) in the gallery at any given time, we argue there is still value in using the height
modality.
5.2 Soft Biometrics for Operations Tasks
5.2.1 Evaluation Data
A small database is captured in house, consisting of data captured from up to four
cameras. Figure 15 shows the approximate layout of the camera network. All cam-
eras are recorded simultaneously at 25 frames per second.
Two data sets are captured:
∙ Data set 1 uses only cameras 1 and 2, and consists of three 15,000 frame (10
minute, 25fps) sequences captured at different times (0915, 1315, 1615) during
a single day. The three data sets have increasing levels of pedestrian traffic (0915
has the fewest people, 1615 the most people). These sequences are stored and
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Fig. 15 Camera network layout - Four cameras (C1, C2 ,C3 and C4; approximate camera views
shown in red) observe the three external doorways(E1, E2 and E3), and an internal door. People
enter and exit through these doors, as well as through other internal doorways and spaces within
the building.
processed at 4CIF resolution (704x576). These three sequences will be referred
to as DS1-06-0915, DS1-06-1315 and DS1-06-1615.
∙ Data set 2 uses all four cameras, and has two sequences of 30,000 frames each.
These sequences have been captured at the same time of day (1710) on consecu-
tive days. Each sequences contains a similar amount of traffic (roughly equivalent
to DS1-06-1615). These sequences are stored and processed at CIF resolution
(352x288). These two sequences will be referred to as DS2-17-1710 and DS2-
18-1710.
Each camera view is configured with entrance and exit directions, as outlined
in Section 4.2. Entrances and exits are shown in Figure 5.2.1. It should be noted
that people who enter through one camera can exit the scene through any other
camera, or through an area that is not covered by the cameras (see Figure 15). In
this evaluation, we restrict each camera to having a single entrance and exit. We do
this to increase the number of samples we observe for each transition, which allows
us to better evaluate the accuracy of the estimation. It should be noted though that the
proposed framework can support multiple entrances and exits within each camera,
and it would also be possible to automatically detect these (see [60]), however this
is beyond the scope of this work.
In our evaluation, average biometric models are trained on a single view at a
given time period, and the system is then tested using data using captured at the
other time period(s). Camera 1 is always used as the training view as it receives
the most pedestrian traffic, and so provides the most training data and best average
models.
People are detected entering and existing all views within the test set (see Figure
5.2.1), resulting in estimates for every possible path through the camera network. In
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
(c) Camera 3 (d) Camera 4
Fig. 16 Camera configuration - Entrances and exits over which people are monitored are shown.
Purple arrows indicate an entrance, blue arrows indicate an exit.
our evaluation we consider the accuracy of these estimates, and the accuracy with
which matches are made between the camera views.
5.2.2 Results
Evaluation results for the proposed system using data set 1 are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the proposed approach is able to accurately esti-
mate the travel time in both directions in the majority of cases, particularly when suf-
ficient samples are observed. Due to the fact that DS1-06-0915 contains the fewest
people, estimates based on this data set are the least accurate. Similarly, estimates
obtained using DS1-06-1615 are closest to the ground truth due to the increased
number of people to detect and match.
Examples of correct and incorrect matches made using data set 1 are shown in
Figures 17 and 18 respectively. It can be seen that the proposed soft biometrics are
able to cope with variation in the viewing angle, as well as some variation in lighting
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)
Fig. 17 Examples of correctly matched people, all for Tm = 0.6. Top row shows an example of the
‘source’ image, bottom row the ‘target’ image. Image pairs (a)-(g) and (b)-(h) are from DS1-06-
0915, (c)-(i) and (d)-(j) from DS1-06-1315, and (e)-(k) and (f)-(l) from DS1-06-1615. People are
correctly matched despite changes in pose, and changes in colour caused by the differing lighting
conditions.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)
Fig. 18 Examples of incorrectly matched people, all for Tm = 0.6. Top row shows an example of
the ‘source’ image, bottom row the ‘target’. Image pairs (a)-(g) and (b)-(h) are from DS1-06-0915,
(c)-(i) and (d)-(j) from DS1-06-1315, and (e)-(k) and (f)-(l) from DS1-06-1615. Errors are made
either due to poor image segmentation ((a)-(g), (c)-(i), (d)-(j)), or due to the people having a similar
appearance ((b)-(h), (d)-(j), (e)-(k), (f)-(l)).
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Distinct Training Testing C1⇒C2 C2⇒C1
Threshold Data set Data set Time Taken Match Time Taken Match
(frames) Rate (frames) Rate
Tm = 0.5
0915 1315 µ = 471,σ = 216 60% (6/10) µ = 431,σ = 135 75% (9/12)
0915 1615 µ = 342,σ = 112 86% (6/7) µ = 410,σ = 146 57% (12/21)
1315 0915 µ = 269,σ = 167 33% (1/3) µ = 342,σ = 137 80% (4/5)
1315 1615 µ = 342,σ = 112 86% (6/7) µ = 410,σ = 146 57% (12/21)
1615 0915 µ = 269,σ = 167 33% (1/3) µ = 342,σ = 137 80% (4/5)
1615 1315 µ = 486,σ = 239 63% (5/8) µ = 388,σ = 41 75% (9/12)
Tm = 0.6
0915 1315 µ = 601,σ = 271 66% (2/3) µ = 395,σ = 44 73% (8/11)
0915 1615 µ = 340,σ = 121 83% (5/6) µ = 365,σ = 122 61% (11/18)
1315 0915 µ = 269,σ = 167 33% (1/3) µ = 338,σ = 153 75% (3/4)
1315 1615 µ = 340,σ = 121 83% (5/6) µ = 404,σ = 153 61% (11/18)
1615 0915 µ = 269,σ = 167 33% (1/3) µ = 338,σ = 153 75% (3/4)
1615 1315 µ = 580,σ = 237 75% (3/4) µ = 379,σ = 62 73% (8/11)
Tm = 0.7
0915 1315 µ = 674,σ = 307 50% (1/2) µ = 387,σ = 47 50% (2/4)
0915 1615 µ = 420,σ = 48 100% (2/2) µ = 420,σ = 118 78% (7/9)
1315 0915 µ = 106,σ = 0 0% (0/1) µ = 421,σ = 247 33% (1/3)
1315 1615 µ = 399,σ = 49 100% (3/3) µ = 430,σ = 170 69% (9/13)
1615 0915 µ = 106,σ = 0 0% (0/1) µ = 587,σ = 97 50% (1/2)
1615 1315 µ = 674,σ = 307 50% (1/2) µ = 377,σ = 46 60% (3/5)
Table 1 Evaluation results for data set 1 (DS1-06-0915 is abbreviated to 0915, DS1-06-1315 to
1315 and DS1-06-1615 to 1615) - Three different thresholds for selecting distinct people are used.
Lower thresholds result in a higher number of people being added to the watch list and matched,
however there are more incorrect matches made between people with a similar appearance. Ground
truth times (measured in frames) taken to move through the network are µ = 419,σ = 62 for Left
to Right, and µ = 407,σ = 51 for Right to Left.
conditions. The incorrect matches (see Figure 18) are caused by either the source
and target having a similar appearance; or by poor segmentation, either from the
object tracking or motion segmentation (or both).
Results for data set 2 are shown in Table 2. For simplicity, we consider transitions
between the same cameras but in different directions as the same (i.e. the transitions
C1⇒C2 and C2⇒C1 are considered together as C1⇔C2).
Examples of correct and incorrect matches obtained using data set 2 are shown
in Figures 19 and 20 respectively. As was observed in data set 1, the soft biometrics
are able to cope with variations in viewing angle and colour balance between the
camera views. This is even more apparent in data set 2 as cameras 3 and 4 have a
greater variation in viewing angle relative to cameras 1 and 2, then cameras 1 and
2 do to each other. Within data set 2, this problem is further exacerbated by the
reduction in resolution from 4CIF to CIF.
As was observed in data set 1, a significant portion of the errors are due to the
tracking errors (see Figure 7 for an example of the tracking errors present) resulting
in soft biometric models that are actually a combination of one or more people.
Examples of this can be seen in Figure 20 (see image pairs (e)-(l), (f)-(m) and (g)-
(n)). Despite these incorrect matches, accurate estimates of travel times between
the camera views can still be obtained provided a sufficient number of samples
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Distinct Transition Training D2-14-1710 Training D2-15-1710
Threshold Testing D2-15-1710 Testing D2-14-1710
Time Taken (frames) Match Rate Time Taken (frames) Match Rate
Tm = 0.6
C1⇔C2 µ = 439,σ = 181 73% (30/41) µ = 459,σ = 153 74% (23/31)
C1⇔C3 µ = 451,σ = 235 25% (1/4) µ = 369,σ = 226 50% (1/2)
C1⇔C4 µ = 849,σ = 0 0% (0/1) µ = 974,σ = 0 0% (0/1)
C2⇔C3 µ = 215,σ = 88 67% (2/3) µ = 302,σ = 168 50% (2/4)
C2⇔C4 µ = 376,σ = 52 67% (2/3) µ = 278,σ = 52 50% (3/5)
C3⇔C4 N/A N/A (0/0) N/A N/A (0/0)
Tm = 0.7
C1⇔C2 µ = 423,σ = 179 68% (26/38) µ = 459,σ = 153 76% (22/29)
C1⇔C3 µ = 451,σ = 235 25% (1/4) µ = 369,σ = 226 50% (1/2)
C1⇔C4 µ = 849,σ = 0 0% (0/1) µ = 974,σ = 0 0% (0/1)
C2⇔C3 µ = 215,σ = 88 67% (2/3) µ = 302,σ = 168 50% (2/4)
C2⇔C4 µ = 376,σ = 52 67% (2/3) µ = 278,σ = 52 50% (3/5)
C3⇔C4 N/A N/A (0/0) N/A N/A (0/0)
Tm = 0.8
C1⇔C2 µ = 436,σ = 121 75% (6/8) µ = 555,σ = 306 33% (2/6)
C1⇔C3 µ = 441,σ = 101 0% (0/2) µ = 369,σ = 226 50% (1/2)
C1⇔C4 N/A N/A (0/0) µ = 974,σ = 0 0% (0/1)
C2⇔C3 N/A N/A (0/0) µ = 302,σ = 168 50% (2/4)
C2⇔C4 N/A N/A (0/0) µ = 487,σ = 220 33% (1/3)
C3⇔C4 N/A N/A (0/0) N/A N/A (0/0)
Table 2 Evaluation results for data set 2 - Three different thresholds for selecting distinct people
are used. Like data set 1, lower thresholds result in a higher number of people being added to
the watch list and matched. Ground truth transition times are µ = 413,σ = 57 for C1⇔C2, µ =
236,σ = 233 for C1⇔C3, µ = 242,σ = 47 for C1⇔C4, µ = 259,σ = 25 for C2⇔C3 and µ =
290,σ = 65 for C2⇔C4. No ground truth transition time for C3⇔C4 is calculated as insufficient
examples are observed in the data (there is only 1 occurrence).
can be observed. For transitions such as camera 1 to camera 2 (which is the main
thoroughfare in this environment) where there is a large number of observations,
the overall estimate of the travel time is still accurate despite the errors. For the
other less common transitions however, estimates are much less accurate. However
if additional training data was available it is reasonable to expect that these estimates
would improve over time.
In both data sets, we observe that as expected, increasing Tm reduces the number
of people matched between views. However the overall accuracy of the matches
remains consistent in most cases. In data set 1 the overall match rate is 66% for
Tm = 0.5, 67% for Tm = 0.6 and 64% for Tm = 0.7. In data set 2 we observe that the
match rate is 62% for Tm = 0.6, 66% for Tm = 0.7 and 46% for Tm = 0.8.
As Tm increases, the number of erroneous matches made due to people having a
non-distinct appearance decreases, however errors caused by poor tracking and seg-
mentation persist. This is particularly apparent in data set 2 when Tm = 0.8. Figure
21 shows 7 of the 10 errors obtained when training using DS2-15-1710 and testing
using DS2-14-1710. It can be seen that in all errors the source is poorly segmented.
Either part of the subject has been clipped ((a), (c), (f), (g)), or the subject is actually
two people ((b), (d), (e)). Poorly or erroneously segmented people are more readily
retained as Tm increases as they simply appear more unique. The poor segmentation
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)
Fig. 19 Examples of correctly matched people, all for Tm = 0.6. Top row shows an example of
the ‘source’ image, bottom row the ‘target’. Image pairs (a)-(g), (b)-(h) and (c)-(i) show correct
matches made between cameras 1 and 3; pairs (d)-(j) and (e)-(k) show correct matches made be-
tween cameras 2 and 3; and pair (f)-(l) shows a match made between cameras 2 and 4.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)
Fig. 20 Examples of incorrectly matched people, all for Tm = 0.6. Top row shows an example
of the ‘source’ image, bottom row the ‘target’ image. Image pairs (a)-(h), (b)-(i), (c)-(j) and (d)-
(k) are matched incorrectly due to the source and target being of a similar colour. The erroneous
image pairs (e)-(l), (f)-(m) and (g)-(n) are the result of poor tracking leading to poorly trained soft
biometric models.
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of these subject means that the soft biometrics are less accurate and so the subject
themselves are more likely to be erroneously matched. This could be overcome ei-
ther through more accurate tracking that feeds into the soft biometrics (which could
possibly be aided by using a technique such as the ‘virtual gate’ [35] to detect peo-
ple as they cross the region of interest), or by applying more stringent checks to the
segmented people to make sure that they do include only a single, complete person.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)
Fig. 21 Incorrect matches when training with D2-15-1710 and testing with D2-14-1710 for Tm =
0.8. The top row shows an example source image for the subject. The bottom row shows an example
target image for the subject.
6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated how soft biometrics can be used to recognise
people in a disjoint camera network, and how they can be applied to measure oper-
ational information such as the average time taken to travel between two points. We
have presented a novel approach that calculates an average soft biometric that can
be used to locate distinct or unusual looking people, allowing the system to auto-
matically select an appropriate subset of people within a scene for measurement.
In this chapter we have applied this technique to estimating the travel time be-
tween multiple points within an environment. We have shown that using simple
descriptors (colour, height and luggage), we are able to obtain good estimates for
the transition times provided there are sufficient observations. By filtering the set
of people that we seek to re-detect, we effectively simplify the matching problem,
enabling these simple descriptors to be applied with good results. It should be noted
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however that additional soft biometrics (such as hair and skin colour, gender, etc.)
could also be used within this framework, as well as more complex texture based
descriptors. The proposed framework also has additional applications, such as to
estimating a coarse trajectory through an environment, or estimating dwell time
within a space. The underlying soft biometrics also have many other applications
within security tasks.
Based on this results contained within this chapter, there are several avenues for
future work. These include:
∙ Extending the approach to an incremental framework, where the requirements on
the ‘uniqueness’ of individuals is continuously relaxed as more observations are
made, and the layout of the network becomes established.
∙ The use of a robust estimator to estimate the transitions times.
∙ Testing the proposed system on larger data sets and more complex camera net-
works.
∙ The inclusion of additional soft biometrics and descriptors, and improvements to
the accuracy of the soft biometrics, through techniques such as colour normalisa-
tion to help overcome errors caused by inconsistent lighting within and between
camera views.
∙ Investigating methods to ensure that only correctly segmented people are in-
cluded, either through improvement of the underlying tracking system, through
automatically detecting tracking errors, or through the use of other techniques to
detect people as the enter the environment.
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